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Using Multifactorial Experiments For Comparative Effectiveness Research in Physician Practices with Electronic Health Records

Abstract
Two key challenges related to conducting comparative effectiveness research are the lack of available data and the lack of rigorous techniques for efficiently and quickly testing the effectiveness of the many possible ways of implementing components of care. The confluence of two things offers the promise of overcoming these challenges: (1) the increased adoption of electronic health records (EHRs), which can provide easier access to clinical information, and (2) burgeoning appreciation for an under-used but powerful statistical research and evaluation method for multifactor interventions known as multifactor experimental design.

The use of multifactorial experiments paired with EHR data has great potential to help providers conduct rapid-cycle comparative effectiveness research and examine alternative ways of implementing care. Its power is its ability to enable scientifically rigorous testing of many facets of care provision simultaneously in real-world settings where change is ongoing.

In this paper, we identify the opportunities for using efficient multifactorial designs and EHR data to evaluate quality-improvement efforts in physician practices. We illustrate the power of multifactorial designs through several examples relevant to physician practices with EHRs, such as evaluating clinical decision support features and studying components of a patient-centered medical home.
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Abstract

Two key challenges related to conducting comparative effectiveness research are the lack of available data and the lack of rigorous techniques for efficiently and quickly testing the effectiveness of the many possible ways of implementing components of care. The confluence of two things offers the promise of overcoming these challenges: (1) the increased adoption of electronic health records (EHRs), which can provide easier access to clinical information, and (2) burgeoning appreciation for an under-used but powerful statistical research and evaluation method for multifactor interventions known as multifactor experimental design. The use of multifactorial experiments paired with EHR data has great potential to help providers conduct rapid-cycle comparative effectiveness research and examine alternative ways of implementing care. Its power is its ability to enable scientifically rigorous testing of many facets of care provision simultaneously in real-world settings where change is ongoing. In this paper, we identify the opportunities for using efficient multifactorial designs and EHR data to evaluate quality-improvement efforts in physician practices. We illustrate the power of multifactorial designs through several examples relevant to physician practices with EHRs, such as evaluating clinical decision support features and studying components of a patient-centered medical home.

Introduction and Background

Two key challenges associated with conducting comparative effectiveness research in primary care practice redesign are the lack of readily available data and the lack of rigorous techniques for efficiently and quickly testing the effectiveness of the many possible ways of implementing components of care. The confluence of two things offers the promise of overcoming these challenges: (1) the increased adoption of electronic health records (EHRs), which can offer easier access to clinical information, and (2) burgeoning appreciation for an underused but powerful statistical research and evaluation method for multifactor interventions known as multifactor experimental design.

Multifactor experimental designs combine the rigor of experimental design with the ability to produce results on the effectiveness of alternate approaches to multicomponent interventions in a single experiment. As a result, the approach has great potential as a tool for fostering continuous improvement in health care quality and outcomes.

In multifactor experimental designs, researchers must specify in advance the alternate approaches to implementing key components that they wish to test. That contrasts with two-arm experimental designs, where only one component or one set of combined components is tested. Multifactor experimental design allows testing under real-world conditions, enabling comparisons of routine and enhanced care without the need for a traditional control group, thus permitting rapid testing of quality improvement initiatives. With this approach, each provider is assigned to deliver to all of their patients a specific combination of enhanced or routine versions of the components of care being tested. Multifactor experimental design studies may make recruitment easier, as all experimental units are engaged in testing new enhancements: each unit is assigned to implement some enhanced care and some care alternatives. In this context, alternatives refer to different ways of implementing the components (e.g., different approaches to managing care transitions, or different protocols for screening for falls risk). We use the term “quality improvement” broadly, to denote any activities aimed at improving the quality of care provided in health care, regardless of the model of quality improvement used.

Multifactor experimental designs originated in agricultural experiments in England¹ and have been used extensively in manufacturing (in the automotive industry, for example) and in marketing (to study consumer preferences and choices). They have been used in some health care organizations for internal program-improvement assessments, but the only published studies in the health care arena are from the behavioral health field, and they are not widely known in other areas of health care research. The main goals of this
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Often initiated in individual practices, quality improvement is aimed at a wide variety of targets and multiple approaches to implementing particular facets of care. Heterogeneity inherent across and within health care settings must be embraced because it gives rise to various approaches to service provision, thereby enabling learning and facilitating quality improvement. However, to ensure the internal validity of a study, every well-designed experiment should study improvements in a well-defined setting or have sufficient statistical power to estimate whether the effectiveness of some interventions varies with characteristics of the setting.

A variety of organizations interested in advancing the quality of primary care—including those that provide medical care and those that set health care delivery policies—are likely to find efficient multifactor experimental design studies useful. For instance, large multispecialty practices or accountable care organizations could test the effect of various configurations of work-process redesign and technological interventions to improve quality of care in specific practice settings. Practice-based research networks provide another setting for testing quality improvements by leveraging their large numbers of affiliated practices to examine various ways of implementing a specific quality improvement intervention. One of the most promising settings for conducting this type of research is multiple affiliated practices that all use the same EHR product, because that reduces the cost of data collection and could potentially facilitate quality improvement efforts that might require programming changes. However, in these three types of settings, heterogeneity at baseline must be examined to decide whether the evaluation should include only relatively homogeneous units or whether the units should be reorganized to reduce baseline heterogeneity.

Studies in primary care settings with EHRs could use efficient multifactor experimental designs to test the comparative effectiveness of multicomponent quality improvement interventions in patient care, including those delivered through existing EHR technologies. One area where efficient multifactorial designs and EHR systems show great promise for research and practice redesign is evaluating clinical decision support (CDS) alerts and reminders with the goals of improving the safety and quality of patient care and optimizing workflow. Another area in which efficient designs are especially promising are complex, multicomponent initiatives, such as those testing the patient-centered medical home (PCMH) model.3 Results of efficient design studies in this area could address the need discussed by Pelke and colleagues to create the most effective—and cost-effective—“package” of medical home features.4

To harness the power of multifactorial experimental design, one should leverage existing methods and approaches to quality improvement. For example, implementation science could be used to identify key components and alternatives before multifactor experimental design is employed to evaluate their effectiveness. During the implementation period, an implementation evaluation (1) assesses thoroughly and consistently the interventions that are implemented, and (2) documents difficulties encountered by implementers in operationalizing the interventions. This information can then be used to improve the interpretation of the impact evaluation findings, including operational information that may be useful to other providers in similar settings. The information can also provide a starting point for further quality improvement in those settings.

Overview of Multifactor Experimental Design Features

We focus on multifactor experimental designs that test two alternatives for implementing the components of an intervention (referred to here as alternatives a and b). (There are more complex designs for testing three or more alternatives.) Examples of alternatives to test include different frequencies of displaying EHR alerts or reminders about evidence-based guidelines and different strategies to display them, such as to whom to display them. Various protocols that are followed during patient care can also be tested, such as means of communication with patients who have not received a given preventive service (e.g., telephone call versus email), or level of frequency (e.g., meeting with a patient once versus twice to explain key self-care issues).
The number of components that can be tested depends on the number of experimental units (such as the number of physician practices). Including all possible combinations in a full factorial design would require $2^n$ practices, where $n$ is the number of tested components (also referred to as factors). For example, 32 practices would be needed to implement each of the 32 possible combinations of five components. However, efficient designs require only a fraction of combinations of components to obtain unbiased estimates of the relative effects of alternatives $a$ and $b$ for each intervention component. (The relative effects of alternatives for a single component are referred to as “main effects”). The smaller the number of practices required to estimate a given number of main effects, the more efficient the design. For example, one such design prescribes a unique combination of components that enables evaluators to estimate the main effects of five components with only eight practices. When relatively few components are being tested, less efficient designs (such as full factorial design) can help identify interactions between many or all components. For example, a full factorial design studying four components requires only 16 practices.

For any given number of practices participating in a study, published algorithms show various combinations of components to be implemented by the practices. The algorithms also illustrate possible tradeoffs between the number of components that can be tested and the extent to which the main effects are indistinguishable from effects of a combination of components (“interaction effects”). As a study tests more components relative to the number of practices, it becomes increasingly difficult to identify the main and interaction effects. Efficient designs enable estimation of main effects with few practices because they regard interactions of other components as negligible. The most efficient designs regard even two-way interactions as negligible, meaning that main effects are indistinguishable from the effects of two-way interactions. Because most components are likely to interact, the most efficient designs are best suited for screening components for further testing. To identify higher-order interactions, the study can include more practices and use a less efficient but more discriminating orthogonal design or reduce the number of tested components. See Zurovac and Brown for further discussion. For example, in our study of care coordination strategies for patients served by special needs plans, the design required 24 care managers to study alternative ways to implement 11 approaches in care coordination; using this particular design, we were able to distinguish main effects from two-way interactions.

After selecting a particular design (algorithm), the evaluator randomly assigns (without replacement) one combination to each participating practice, then the practice administers the set of alternatives to all of its eligible patients. Conducting and analyzing multifactor experimental designs is fairly technical, so researchers should collaborate with experts to maximize the usefulness of the approach.

**Limitations of Multifactor Experimental Designs**

As noted, multifactor experimental designs require relatively homogenous experimental units. For example, with physician practices implementing alternative approaches, multifactor experimental designs assume that the practices have relatively homogenous outcomes prior to the study. Generally, the effects of differences between practices in outcomes due to patient characteristics can be controlled with a regression model that includes covariates for the measured patient characteristics. However, to avoid biased study results, any outlier practices with vastly different outcomes than the rest of the group before the intervention should be excluded from the study before the random assignment of treatment combinations. The goal is to avoid the situation in which pre-existing, inherent differences between an outlier and the other units produce differences in outcomes during the study period that cannot be distinguished from the experimental factors being tested.

If many components are being tested, it is possible that some significant findings resulted from chance, and that could possibly lead to overly optimistic conclusions about whether true effects exist. This problem can be addressed by conducting an overall F-test of whether the difference between alternative $a$ and alternative $b$ is zero for all components. If this test is rejected, the evaluator can use the t-tests to draw inferences about which components have meaningful effects. Researchers can also conduct joint tests for significance of related components.

In clustered designs in which practices implement the alternative approaches but patient-level outcomes are analyzed, statistical power depends primarily on the number of practices and less on the number of patients involved. If relatively few practices participate, the power to detect moderate main effects and interactions will be low. This limitation exists regardless of how many components are being tested. Without adequate power, statistically insignificant differences in outcomes between enhanced and routine versions of a care component cannot be taken as evidence that the routine (and typically less expensive) version of the intervention is just as effective as the enhanced version. Further, much larger sample sizes would be required to compare the effectiveness of one component to another, or to test interaction effects than would be needed for detecting main effects.

Another limitation in clustered designs in which practices implement the alternatives is that, if comparisons to routine care are made, it may be difficult to define routine care if practices are unaffiliated or dissimilar.

**Example of an Efficient Multifactor Experimental Design Study**

To introduce health researchers to multifactorial experiments and to illustrate features of multifactorial experiments, we briefly describe a recently completed study that uses this methodology. Our study assessed the relative effectiveness of alternative ways of implementing various components of care management in special needs plans that serve disabled and frail elderly patients enrolled in both Medicare and Medicaid. One part of this study involved 24 care management teams at two plans implementing either routine
or enhanced care for each of 11 intervention components for a one-year period. Health outcomes assessed were (1) the number of inpatient admissions, (2) the incidence of readmission within 30 days of any discharge and within 30 days of a discharge for medical reasons, and (3) the number of emergency department visits.

The components we examined included (among others) alternative ways of conducting routine contacts with patients, screening for the risk of falls, depression screening, patient education, and management of care transitions. For example, for the components relating to care transitions, we tested the effectiveness of the plan’s current practice of conducting one follow-up with patients after discharge from an inpatient setting versus an enhanced option that adds a second follow-up within a week of discharge. Table 1 illustrates 5 of 11 interventions studied. It shows care managers’ assignments to demonstrate that each care manager implements a combination of alternatives a and b. In the interest of brevity, assignments for care managers 5–24 and interventions 5–11 are not shown.

We learned from participating plans that an efficient multifactor experiment provided structure and consistency of expectations about intervention components, which can help standardize the intervention, leading to less variation in implementation across managers. This study also encouraged organizations to create a culture of learning and continuously seek ways to improve the components of their programs, while providing them with a rigorous approach for testing out new ideas. A fidelity analysis, for which participants collected detailed data about implementation, enabled participating plans to learn about how each component is implemented relative to the study protocol, which can help identify which areas of care management should receive additional focus in their quality improvement efforts.

**Overview of EHR System Features**

EHR systems, especially more advanced or robust systems, can serve as sources for rich data to inform ongoing care-improvement efforts and comparative effectiveness research as well as tools for enrollment and randomization when paired with multifactor experimental designs. Other than employing costly chart abstraction, well-designed and well-implemented EHR systems are the only single data source that can generate rich point-of-care health and service-provision data for monitoring and research purposes.

The type of data EHRs can generate depends on the type of EHR implemented, available data querying functionalities of the record system, and decisions made during implementation about which data to capture in structured data fields. Some basic EHR systems may primarily serve as documentation to support billing charges; more advanced EHR systems may include results management, order entry, decision support, and population health management. In settings that have successfully implemented the more advanced EHR systems, structured data will likely be available for (1) key laboratory indicators, such as HbA1c, cholesterol level,

---

**Table 1. Assignments of Alternatives That Test Ways of Operationalizing Care Management in a Study at Special Needs Plans**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Care manager</th>
<th>Frequency of routine contact between care manager and member</th>
<th>Involvement of a medical nurse in management of complex medical cases</th>
<th>Follow-up during hospital admission and after discharge</th>
<th>Brown bag review of medication *</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>a) Contact frequency based on member risk</td>
<td>b) Medical nurse is always involved</td>
<td>a) Current practice: care manager contacts member during the admission, conducts an in-person follow-up at discharge, and monitors as needed</td>
<td>a) No brown bag review of medication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>b) More frequent contact (also based on member risk)</td>
<td>a) A medical nurse is involved as needed</td>
<td>b) Current practice, plus additional follow-up within a week of discharge, plus monitoring</td>
<td>b) Care manager performs a brown bag review for members with 4+ prescriptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>a) Contact frequency based on member risk</td>
<td>b) Medical nurse is always involved</td>
<td>b) Current practice, plus additional follow-up within a week of discharge, plus monitoring</td>
<td>a) No brown bag review of medication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>b) More frequent contact (also based on member risk)</td>
<td>a) A medical nurse is involved as needed</td>
<td>a) Current practice: care manager contacts member during the admission, conducts an in-person follow-up at discharge, and monitors as needed</td>
<td>b) Care manager performs a brown bag review for members with 4+ prescriptions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:* In “brown bag” reviews, patients bring in all prescription and nonprescription medications.
and urinalysis; (2) patient characteristics, such as chronic conditions, insurance coverage, family history, smoking history, and risk factors; (3) clinical interventions that have been delivered, such as inpatient and outpatient procedures, prescribed medications, and patient education; and (4) information about service provision, such as frequency and dates of visits, missed appointments, and continuity of care at the clinician level. EHR systems with an integrated patient portal (Project HealthDesign,15 for example) may also include patient-reported data on symptoms and quality of life.

In addition to offering greater opportunities to capture structured data, the more advanced EHR systems offer greater opportunities for making changes to computer-supported clinical work processes (such as providing data on patients’ medication adherence to practice staff tasked with following up with those who have poorly controlled chronic conditions). Further, EHR systems can be used to support activities of randomized experiments, including enrollment and randomization, as recently illustrated by the Veterans Affairs study comparing two regimens of administering insulin.16 To best support quality improvement and comparative effectiveness efforts that aim to answer new research questions (such as effectiveness of components of care), flexible and extendable strategies are needed in data collection, data access, decision support, and analytics.17

**Limitations of Using EHR Data for Studies**

Despite the previously mentioned benefits of processing and extracting data from EHR systems, EHR vendors continue to place a low priority on developing more advanced EHR functions. The potential of this technology to capture, store, and report rich clinical data notwithstanding, EHR data currently suffer many limitations: incompleteness; a structure appropriate for management and billing processes rather than for monitoring, improvement, and comparative effectiveness research; and cumbersome processes for extracting the data.

These limitations arise from (1) lack of standardization of key data elements for information exchange with other systems within and between provider practices; (2) documentation challenges, such as the use of free text for assessment and care plans; (3) the rigidity of templates and other data fields for documenting and compiling information from within and outside the provider practice; (4) the constraints imposed by fee-for-service reimbursement, which encourages EHR use for documentation of billable events; (5) the tradeoff between capturing clinical data and using them for continuous quality improvement; and (6) missing data elements because the systems do not require them in templates and other structured documentation screens.18-20

Because EHR use by ambulatory care providers is still low (estimated as 20.5 percent using a basic system; 6.9 percent using a fully functional system in 2009,21 it is unclear when the full promise of rich EHR data will materialize. For this reason, it is difficult to predict when a critical mass of providers using EHR systems will allow the construction of data files for monitoring and research. Heterogeneity in the delivery of interventions can also pose a significant threat to valid inference. This threat should be understood not as a consequence of the use of efficient multifactor designs or of the use of EHRs themselves. Rather, it is a problem inherent in conducting experiments during the course of providing everyday patient care. Randomized clinical trials impose fairly strict controls on all aspects of a study subject’s care and typically define precise criteria for inclusion in the study. The control and precision help ensure that differences in outcomes experienced by treatment and control subjects can be ascribed to the intervention. As useful as such control is, it is unavailable to studies ancillary to the provision of routine care. Nonetheless, the effects of heterogeneity can be managed reasonably well in most circumstances. Studies conducted within a health care practice or health system may not—as a result of internal guidelines and staff training—encounter significant heterogeneity. Periodic monitoring of and communication among providers may generally be sufficient to ensure essential equivalence in the delivery of care. In addition, preliminary analysis of data may suggest that interventions diverged from their expected pattern for particular providers or patients. This could lead to further investigation to ascertain whether the expected protocol was implemented as planned or whether some cases should be dropped from the analysis.

**Examples of Potential Uses of Efficient Multifactor Experimental Design and EHR Data for Quality Improvement**

Multifactor experimental design studies are most appropriate in settings in which there is a willingness and ability to change routine approaches and to randomize implementation of tested alternatives. Because the power of multifactor experimental design lies in simultaneously testing the effectiveness of alternative ways of implementing several care components, participants must be willing to change their approaches to multiple components. For example, with physician practices as study participants, involving practices and individual clinicians in the selection of components to test can help increase their willingness to participate. Further, providing implementation guides and individualized assignment sheets that outline combinations of alternatives can prevent confusion and can also ease concerns about the difficulty of implementing the assigned combination of alternatives. Nonetheless, the success of a multifactor experiment relies on practices implementing assigned alternatives with high fidelity to the study protocol.

In this section, we give two examples—evaluating CDS features and studying components of a PCMH model—of how efficient designs can be used with EHR data for quality improvement. We conclude by providing additional examples of how this design and data can be used to evaluate the relative effectiveness of primary care characteristics typically measured in surveys of primary care practices.
An Evaluation of CDS Features

Although CDS alerts and reminders within an EHR hold great promise for improving the safety and quality of patient care, especially for patients with chronic illnesses, some evidence suggests that CDS is often not well integrated into clinical workflow. Because frequent electronic reminders can disrupt workflow and physicians may bypass or fail to respond to them, it is important not only to test the benefit of CDS functions but also to understand mechanisms through which CDS affects workflow. Because EHRs offer many CDS functionalities, and there are many ways to implement each functionality (e.g., in terms of triggers, timing, and type of staff alerted), efficient multifactor experimental design is a quick and rigorous way to simultaneously study many CDS components. EHR systems can be used to extract and record information on outcomes and to assess fidelity to process-of-care guidelines.

For example, one could test whether or how often to display alerts or reminders about evidence-based guidelines, as well as to whom to display them (e.g., to nurses or physicians). Medication management interventions could be tested—using the EHR to generate lists of patients with a potential interaction, contraindication, or out-of-range dosage, for example. Providers could then follow up with these patients through routine medication reconciliation procedures, or “brown bag” reviews, in which patients bring in all prescription and nonprescription medications. Multifactor experimental design allows both the reminder and the brown bag components of the medication management intervention to be assessed separately or together, and it also has the potential to identify interactions between the two.

Use of a diabetes care dashboard an important CDS function has been shown to increase the efficiency with which clinicians can access key clinical information necessary for the care of diabetes patients, but additional studies are needed to test varying ways of seamlessly integrating such a data display into clinical work processes. A multicomponent study of this intervention could simultaneously assess: different graphic displays of information; work processes, including nursing staff access to the display compared to physician-only access; and differing methods of following up with patients based on clinician recommendations derived from review of the data. An efficient multifactor experimental design for such a comparative effectiveness study would improve the value of research by identifying which of the key changes in work process are the most important to emphasize in implementation efforts. Clinical parameters captured in the EHR, such as blood pressure, hemoglobin A1c, and LDL cholesterol levels, would provide appropriate outcome measures. Because these are collected in the course of regular diabetes care, the EHR could efficiently be part of the intervention and the means for assessing its effect.

An Evaluation of Components of the PCMH Model

The PCMH is a promising model of care delivery that aims to strengthen the primary care foundation of the health care system by reorganizing the way primary care practices provide care. This reorganization includes the use of health information technology (health IT) for internal processes and for connecting the practice with its patients and with other providers. Multifactor experimental designs can be used to study quality improvement components in general, but also to study the specific features of the PCMH.

The PCMH model encompasses five principles: (1) a patient-centered orientation; (2) comprehensive, team-based care; (3) coordinated care; (4) continuous access to care; and (5) a systems-based approach to quality and safety. One particular reason for considering using an efficient multifactor experimental design would be to explore how clinicians use EHR functionalities to deliver care that fulfills these principles. Of particular operational and research interest are such care coordination activities as (1) maintaining patient continuity with primary care physicians or primary care teams, (2) documenting and compiling patients’ information within and outside the primary care office, (3) sharing care with clinicians across practices and settings, and (4) managing care transitions. Because the EHR system could generate information about the provider of care, the type of care, and the outcomes and other characteristics for all patients with complex medical cases in a PCMH, the assessment of the relative effectiveness of these components is highly feasible.

Other Examples

In addition to the uses summarized above, efficient designs and EHR data could also be used to examine the relative effectiveness of key components of primary care (many of which are commonly measured in surveys of primary care practices). Examples of these practice features include (1) access to and continuity of care, (2) planned chronic and preventive care, (3) risk-stratified care management, (4) patient and caregiver engagement, (5) care coordination across the medical neighborhood, and (6) continuous quality improvement.

Conclusions

The use of efficient multifactor experimental designs, especially coupled with EHR data, has great promise for helping physician practices, hospitals, and other stakeholders conduct rapid-cycle comparative effectiveness research in order to assess alternative ways of implementing various aspects of care. It can also help improve efficiency by assessing whether more expensive approaches to a particular component of care yield better outcomes than “usual care.” Its power is its ability to enable scientifically rigorous testing of many facets of care provision simultaneously in real-world settings where change is ongoing.
As detailed above, many possible studies can be done, including testing alternative ways of implementing such critical primary components as screening patients for risk of specific adverse events (e.g., falls and depression), increasing patients’ engagement in their care or adherence to evidence-based recommendations, coordinating the care of complex patients, improving prescription of medications, and encouraging various desired behaviors in clinicians. Efficient designs and EHR data can also be used to test how to most effectively use the EHR, by testing alternative dashboards, reminder systems, and clinical work processes. EHR data greatly facilitates multifactor experiments by providing timely data on clinical indicators and process-of-care measures as well as utilization and outcome data. It also enables assessment of fidelity to the assigned alternatives because EHRs offer a platform to extract and to record information about fidelity to process-of-care guidelines.

Effective use of efficient design for comparative effectiveness research is likely to require engagement of a researcher with expertise in this methodology, at least at the outset of the study. Further, successful implementation of multifactor experiments requires the engagement and buy-in of staff at all levels that will be affected, especially nurses or other staff who will be implementing the practice alternatives being tested. The study should not include overzealous monitoring to make certain that the assigned interventions are implemented as that level of oversight would not exist in an ongoing program. Interventions should be carefully chosen to include only those for which actionable changes will be made if the results of the study indicate that they are beneficial. Having a substantial number (e.g., 40 or more) of staff (or experimental units such as practice locations) participating in the study will yield much greater learning, as that would provide greater statistical precision for each care component tested. Dozens of care components can be tested simultaneously with this number of participating units.

Experimenter should beware of some of the pitfalls of EHR data: incompleteness, a structure appropriate for management and billing processes rather than for monitoring and improvement, and a costly and cumbersome process for extracting the data from EHR systems. Even though some of these limitations are similar to those inherent in health care administrative data, EHR data have the potential to overcome these challenges if incentives are set in place to standardize reporting and encourage use of the data for clinical and monitoring purposes.

An invaluable byproduct of multifactor experiments is the creation of a culture of continuous learning and improvement among staff at all levels—and across the health care delivery system as a whole. The increasing use of EHRs in both hospital and ambulatory care settings provides an opportunity to further leverage this methodology to rapidly identify effective quality improvements.
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Endnotes

* For those who wish to explore using multifactorial experiments, Zurovac et al.3 and Zurovac and Brown4 provide a brief overview of design methodology. Box and colleagues5 provide an accessible book on methods and theoretical background. For applications to marketing and service operations, see Ledolter and Swersey.6 For the discussion of use of these designs in the health field, see Moore7 and Jones and Moore.8 For behavioral health research applications, see two articles written by Collins and colleagues.9, 10 Some of the most common software available for creating and analyzing multifactorial experiments are JMP11 and Minitab.12

** The full assignment grid (not shown) reflects a Plackett-Burman design with foldover.